
Year 6 - Out Of Africa 

Can you research some dinosaurs and then using this information, make a ‘top 
trumps’ style game by giving the dinosaurs scores out of 100 for speed, size, 
intelligence, danger etc. In order to give them this score, you need to have   
fully investigated them. You could draw images of each dinosaur and write the 
top, most interesting facts for each. Have a look at how the top trumps cards 
are laid out... 

Create a poster showing all the different theories about why the dinosaurs 
were wiped out. There are many different ideas– which one do you believe and 
why? 

Research into how fossils are made. Write an information text all about  

Fossils and how they are made. You may also want to make a model of a fossil.  

Find out about which types of flowers attract which types of insects. You 
could draw pictures of the flowers and the insects that like them. You could 
even put some different flowers in your garden and see which insects visit 
them. Do certain insects like certain colours the best? Which plants do      
butterflies like to visit the most? 

Watch some science fiction films and create some information about how aliens 
are shown. What do they tend to look like? What powers do they have? What 
do all the films have in common? What are the differences between the films? 
You could draw labelled pictures of the different aliens, create fact-files 
about them or present this in another way of your choice. 

Research some animals that are facing extinction– what are the reasons for 
this? How do you think some of them could adapt in order to survive? Present 
your findings as a poster, a PowerPoint or in another way of your choosing. 

Design and draw some outfits for the future. Label them with the materials 
they would be made from and explain why they would be suitable for the future 
world. Think about how the Earth may be different then e.g. will it be hotter 
due to global warming? Will people be able to travel in floating cars? How might 
clothes need to change? Think about changing fashions too. 
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